Social Problems Special Issue: The Missing Feminist Revolution in Sociology

OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF SOCIAL PROBLEMS FEATURES PAPERS FROM A SYMPOSIUM ON THE “THE MISSING FEMINIST REVOLUTION IN SOCIOLOGY” TWENTY YEARS LATER: LOOKING BACK, LOOKING AHEAD.

Berkeley, California – December 13, 2006, University of California Press Journals and Digital Publishing is proud to announce the publication of a special issue of Social Problems, the official journal of The Society for the Study of Social Problems. To celebrate the 20th anniversary of the publication of Judith Stacey and Barrie Thorne’s landmark article, “The Missing Feminist Revolution in Sociology” (Social Problems, Vol 32. No. 4) Social Problems Volume 53, No. 4 features a symposium examining the challenges presented by the original paper. The symposium includes essays by leading feminist scholars and individual essays by Stacey and Thorne. This issue of Social Problems also contains four additional papers that explore issues of gender from a variety of perspectives. Among the papers featured in this issue are:


Shifting Paradigms and Challenging Categories JUDITH LORBER


Is the Revolution Missing or Are We Looking in the Wrong Places? RAKA RAY

Is the Feminist Revolution Still Missing? Reflections from Women’s History LEILA J. RUPP

How Can Feminist Sociology Sustain Its Critical Edge? BARRIE THORNE

Feminism and Sociology in 2005: What Are We Missing? JUDITH STACEY

"Who would have thought that Social Problems would be staging a 20th anniversary celebration to commemorate its original bold publication of our collective musings on feminism’s impact on the disciplines? Who could have imagined that so many fine feminist minds would still want to bring such surprising, creative gifts to the gathering? We feel honored and awed by the symposium.” -Judith Stacey & Barrie Thorne
"We’re thrilled to have such an terrific selection of papers for our commemorative symposium on “The Missing Feminist Revolution in Sociology.” We anticipate that these fresh perspectives on this classic paper will continue to inform debate on the topic for some time to come.” —Amy Wharton, Editor, Social Problems

For a limited time you can read Christine Williams article Still Missing? Comments on the Twentieth Anniversary of “The Missing Feminist Revolution in Sociology” for free at http://caliber.ucpress.net/toc/sp/53/4

For more information about Social Problems, please visit www.ucpressjournals.com
For more information about the Society for the Study of Social Problems, please visit www.sssp1.org

ABOUT UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS
Established in 1893, University of California Press is one of the most reputable and distinguished university publishers in the United States. UC Press publishes a full spectrum of distinguished works, from inventive first books by young academics to journals featuring the results of the research and creative thinking of many of the world’s foremost scholars. The Journals and Digital Publishing Division of the Press currently publishes over 50 scholarly journals in a wide variety of disciplines in the humanities and social sciences, with concentrations in musicology, history, cultural studies, sociology, law, and area studies. The Journals and Digital Publishing Division has publishing partnerships with a number of scholarly societies, including the American Anthropological Association, with which UC Press has launched AnthroSource®, an innovative digital collection of core anthropological scholarship.